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Abstract: The electric traction drive systems on basis of the induction motors fed by the static converters have lead
to remarkable performances for the urban electric trains, concerning both the train dynamics and the environment
issues. Moreover, the power converters on the basis of high techniques in the control electronics and the efficient
anti-skidding systems have ensured the optimum traction characteristics and the minimum of the energy
consumption. But, in case of the underground electric metro operation it is necessary to estimate the environmental
impacts of the mechanical brake unrecovered energy, particularly the amount of the material developed (the brake
blocks wear) in the mechanical brake process. Because this mechanical braking energy can be considered equal (as
value) to the electrical energy (the active component) of the starting process, in the paper had been simulated a
transient starting regime, using MATLAB software and SIMULINK-Sim Power Systems Extensions.
Consequently, it had been evaluated the active braking material wear (the brake shoes wear) in the underground
metro mechanical braking process, which has important environmental impacts.
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have lead to remarkable performances for the
urban electric trains, concerning both the train
dynamics [4] and the environment issues [5].
Moreover, the power converters on the basis of
high techniques in the control electronics and the
efficient anti-skidding systems have ensured the
optimum traction characteristics and the
minimum of the energy consumption [6].
An electric traction scheme [1] with the power
supply from the D.C. network must have the
following elements:
- an intermediary circuit (known as a LC network
filter);
- a voltage and frequency converter;
- a braking chopper + a braking resistor + a
shunt;
- a current connector to third rail ;
- a loading contactor + a loading resistor + a
shunt;
- a rapid automat circuit breaker;
- the wagons electric couplings;
- the electric traction motors.

1 Introduction
Transportation in cities, with its related
environmental and social concerns continues to
be an utmost priority for the scientists and for
the public authorities around the world. A rapid
transit is a rail-based transportation system used
within urban areas to transport people, with a
high capacity and frequency of service and
completely independent from other traffic [1].
The oldest rapid transit system in the world is
the London Underground, which opened in
1863. The volume of passengers an
underground train can carry is quite high and a
metro system is often viewed as the backbone of
a lage city’s public transportation system [2].

2 Underground Metro Drive Systems
The modern underground urban electric trains are
based on the driving systems with variable
voltage and frequency static converters and
traction induction motors [3]. The electric traction
drive systems on basis of the static converters
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type VM+VM in the variant V3, which is defined
by the coefficient K=4/1, meaning four static
converters, each supplying one traction bimotor.
Observation. A traction induction bimotor is
made by two induction motors placed inside of
one stator carcass.

In the paper it is taken into account a vehicle
of the type electric train VM+VM, meaning two
motor wagons which are elastic coupled. On each
unit there are installed two induction bimotors (a
bimotor on a bogie). In Fig.1 it is represented the
electric traction scheme of the urban trains by the
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Fig 1. Principle traction scheme of urban trains of type VM+VM in variant V3, K = 4/1
There are presented the authors researches
concerning the underground metrou driving
systems [1],[7],[8],[9] on the basis of the threephase induction motors fed by the static
converters, in the aim of the parameters and
characteristic diagrams establishment, both in
the traction regime and in the electric brake
regime, taking into account the environmental
issues. Because at low speed, the electric brake is
inefficient, the mechanical brake regime, with its
environmental aspects, it is analyzed in the paper.
The traction induction motors MAB T1,
MAB T2 and MAB T3 .are manufactured by SC
Electroputere SA Craiova for the following
METROREX Underground Trains types (see
Table 1), respectively:
- urban electric train - heavy implementation
REU-G, with the weight 36t / wagon;
- urban electric train - medium
implementation REU-M, with the weight 25t /
wagon;
- urban electric train - light implementation
REU-U, with the weight de 15t / wagon.
ISSN: 1790-5079

Table 1
System input
parameters

Urban electric train
structure
Motor wagon axles
formula
Traction motor
Rated power Pn
[kW]
Traction motors nb.
(NM) / VM+VM
Wagon weight [t]
Electric train
wagons number
(nVM)
Operation
maximum speed
(vM) [km/h]
Reducing gear
efficiency ( a)
Reducing gear

140

Electric
train
heavy
exe.
REU-G
VM +
VM
Bo’+ Bo’

Electric
train
medium
exe.
REU-M
VM +
VM
Bo’+ Bo’

MAB T2
(Y)
100

MAB T1
(Y)
70

Electric
train
light
exe.
REU-U
VM +
VM
Bo’+
Bo’
MAB
T3 (Y)
50

8

8

8

36
2

25
2

15
2

80

80

85

0,95

0,95

0,95

1/5,375

1/5,375

1/5,375

B

B

B

B
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transm. ratio (ia)
Maximum acc. (aM)
[m/s2]
Weight factor (k)
Wheel diam., med.
used (Dmed) [m]

1,223

1,233

1,175

0,9
0,87

0,9
0,87

0,9
0,87

In Fig.2 the experimental diagrams of the speed v,
the traction force F0, the traction power P0 and the
running resistant force Rp are represented.

3 Railway Vehicles Braking Regime

In Table 2 there are presented the propulsion
parameters values of the electric traction vehicles.
Table 2
System
parameters

Urban
electric
train structure
VM axles formula
Traction motor
Pn [kW]
p
nM [rot/min]
n0M [rot/min]
fM[Hz]
FoM [kN]
FMMT [kN]
MMMT[Nm
ni [rot/min]
vi [km/h]
n0i rot/min]
fi [Hz]
MnM [Nm]
FoVM [kN]

Electric
train
heavy
exe.
REU-G
VM+VM

Electric
train
medium
exe.
REU-M
VM+VM

VM+VM

Bo’+ Bo’
MAB T2
(Y)
100
3
2623,4
2700
135
79,27
10,43
844
1131,5
34,5
1200
60
364
34,18

Bo’+ Bo’
MAB T1
(Y)
70
3
2623,4
2700
135
55,48
7,3
591
1131,5
34,5
1200
60
254,8
23,93

Bo’+ Bo’
MAB T3
(Y)
50
2
2623,4
2700
90
31,77
4,18
338
1414,5
43,13
1500
50
182
17,09

B

B

Electric
train
light exe.
REU-U

B

REU-M
10*Rp[kN]

(1/10)*Po[kW]

Fo[kN]

v[km/h]

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

65

70

80
75

60
55,48
55,48
55,48
55,48
55,48
55,48
55,48
55,48
55
53,20
53,20
53,20
53,20
53,20
53,20
53,20
53,20
53,20
50
46,20 47,85
45
40 42,53
38,50
38,28
35
34,80
33,66
31,90
31,45
30,80 30
29,34
29,45
27,38
27,34
25,54
25,52
25
23,82
23,93
23,10
22,20
20,71
20
19,35
18,10
16,97
15,98
15,40
15,09
15
14,33
13,69
13,19
12,78
7,7010
5
0,00
0
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17

In the railway vehicles operation, the braking
systems have the same importance as the traction
systems. Nowadays, when the trains running
speeds are constant increasing, in intense traffic
conditions, with the requirements of stopping in a
fixed point or on imposed distances, it is
impossible to image the railway vehicles operation
without reliable powerful braking systems [2]. In
fact, any vehicle braking system must meet certain
criteria [1]:
- the limitation of the speed increasing at slope
going down (the limitative or maintain braking
regime);
- the speed reduction from a initial great
magnitude v1 to a lower final magnitude v2 (the
proper brake regime);
- the running vehicle stop (the stopping brake
regime);
- the immobilization of the stopped vehicle
(the stationing or parking brake regime).
In the aim to realize these functions in
maximum safety conditions, any railway vehicle
must have at least two independent braking
systems. As principle, the brake regime of a
railway vehicle can be physical conceived into
the frame of two methods groups:
1. Direct methods, when the braking force
appears between the vehicle and the railway (for
example, the brake with rail shoes);
2. Indirect methods, when there are realized
the internal braking forces or torques (on the
vehicle wheels or axles) and there is obtained the
train braking force on basis of the adherence
between the wheels and the railway. In this
methods group there are included the mechanical
block braking, the mechanical disc brake and the
electrical brake (applied only to the axles and to
the wheels propulsed by the traction electric
motors).
3.1 Electrical Brake
It is available only in the case of the vehicles with
electrical motors to the wheels.
The electrical brake of the railway vehicles is
based on the electrical machines reversibility

Fig.2. Diagrams for Rp, Po, Fo and v, in case
of urban underground train REU-M .
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principle. It means that an electric machine will
pass from the electric motor regime into the
electric generator regime, only by the operation
control, without any constructive modification.
Since there are used the electric drive systems
with static converters and traction induction
motors, by a appropriate control, with the same
motors it can be realized the electric braking
regime of the electric traction vehicles [10],[11].
As a generator, the vehicle traction electric
machine is developing to the axle an
electromagnetic torque M in opposite sense to the
moving sense, meaning a braking torque. This
torque it is transmitted to the wheels and will lead
to the electric traction vehicle brake. Because it is
an indirect brake method, the braking force
developed by each motor axle will be limited (as
well as in traction regime) by the adherence
phenomenon through the restriction Ff≤ φ ⋅Gad.
With this method only the motor wheels of the
vehicle can be braked.
Moreover, the electric brake could be applied
only if the railway vehicle is in running. When
the vehicle speed v = 0 (nMT=0), the energy
electromagnetic conversion process in the electric
machines doesn't exist and, consequently, the
electric brake can not be realized.
REU-U

REU-M

REU-G

Taking into account the vehicle control for the
passing into the electric brake regime, the electric
brake characteristics of the underground electric
trains are presented in Fig.2 The environment
impacts from the electric braking regime,
particularly with a recovery energy, by passing
the traction machines in an electric generator
regime, are considerably reduced. In that
operating regime, the vehicle provides energy in
the network through the inverter. The network
capacity to receive this energy is continuous
controlled by the vehicle driving system.
In the paper there have been established the
performance parameters values for the analyzed
vehicles (in Table 2), there have been risen the
vehicles traction and braking characteristics
(Fig.2 and Fig.3) for the electric urban trains of
the
type REU-G, REU-M and REU-U,
produced by
SC Electroputere Craiova
Romania [7].
3.2 Mechanical Brake with Friction
On all railway vehicles the mechanical brakes are
installed. During the mechanical braking regime,
by pressing the brake blocks on the wheels
bandages rolling surfaces (in the case of shoe
brake) or on the axle disc lateral surface (in the
case of disc brake), the braking force will be
obtained [1]. Applying this method, both the unit
motor wheels and the tracked wagons free wheels
can be braked.
On the underground metro, the train brake
command are usually made by compressed air.
The vehicle it is provided with a pneumatic
installation (a network of metal pipes and air
compressors) which are operating at a pressure
into the range 700-900 kPa (7-9 bar). The main
technical characteristics required to the
compressed air braking systems of the vehicles
with wheels and railway adherence are presented
in following:
1. The pneumatic brake must be simultaneously
and driven from an unique control post. In this
view, for the command transmission of the train
braking or unbraking, a pneumatic pipe, with the
length as the unit, it is installed. Because the
pressure variations along the pipe are transmitting
with a finite speed (in the range 250÷270 m/s), in
the case of the trains with length over 500 m, the
"simultaneity problem" of wagons wheels brake it
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Fig.3. Diagrams of braking force FF and speed v
in electric braking regime for vehicles REU-U,
REU-M, REU-G
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can appear. In present [2], both on the Great Speed
Trains and on the Urban Electric Trains, the
problem had been solved applying the
electropneumatic systems, when the brake driving
is made with compressed air, while the brake
control is electrical transmitted.
2. The pneumatic brake must automatically
operate at the pneumatic pipe couples interruption.
For this reason, the braking control should
determine the pressure reduction in the pneumatic
pipe of the compressed air brake. On the basis of
this principle, on the passengers transportation
vehicles there are installed the passengers control
points which can be driven in critical danger
situations, so that the pneumatic pipe is turned on
and the pneumatic brake is automatically operated.
3. The pneumatic brake must be "progressive",
meaning that the brake operation must be
gradually, not suddenly.
4. The pneumatic brake needs to be with a big
reliability.
3.3 Mechanical Braking Force
When it is applied the mechanical brake with
friction, upon the wheels (or upon the axles) a
braking torque MF (in opposite sense to the
movement) it is obtained by the friction of the
braking blocks on the rolling surface of the wheels
bandages or on the lateral faces of the braking discs
[1], [4]. The braking blocks or shoes are pressed on
the "friction surfaces" with the normal force P, as it
is shown in Fig.4.
For a single braking shoe perpendicularly pressed
with the force P, because of sliding friction
(with the friction coefficient μ) upon the wheel
(or upon the disc) the friction force Fμ is acting:
(1)
Fμ = μ ⋅ P

Cornelia Aida Bulucea, Constantin Brandusa
Daniel Cismaru, Doru Adrian Nicola

This force is determining the wheel braking
torque MF (in movement opposite sense), which:
- in the block (shoe) brake case (Fig.4a) it has the
magnitude:
Dr ⋅ μ ⋅ P
( 2)
M F = rR ⋅ F μ =
2
- in case of disc brake case (Fig.4b) it has the
magnitude:
(3)
M F = rD ⋅ F μ = rD ⋅ μ ⋅ P
where rD is "the medium friction radius" of the
shoe on the disc.
The forces distribution on the braked wheel
(released of the mechanical connections, with
both the bogie frame and the railway) it is
illustrated in Fig.5.

Fig.5 Braked wheel forces distribution
Consequently, referred to any inertial referential
Oxyz, the scaler differential equations which are
describing the braked wheel decelerated
movement caused by the forces and the torques
represented in Fig.5 will be:

Ox :
Oy :

dv
dt
N A - F 02 - G R = 0

- F fA + F 01 = m R

Oz : - M F + F fA r R = J R

ωR =

rR

(4)

; G R = mR g

It must be noticed that only the tangential
force in point A, meaning F fA (as an external
railway force) it is acting in opposite sense to the
motion (as a wheel braking force). Its magnitude
results from the third equation of the system (4)

Fig.4 Mechanical break with friction
a) Shoe braking
b) Disc braking
ISSN: 1790-5079
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only after the elimination of the angular speed ωR,
as the form:
M F + J R dv
(5)
F fA =
2
r R r R dt
Moreover, the continuing rolling motion of the
braked wheel on the railway imposes the
maintaining condition between the forces in the
point A:
(6)
F fA ≤ ϕ N A
where NA=F02+GR it is numerical equal to the
braked wheel adherent weight Gad.
It must be taken into account the rim braking
force Ff0, as a component of the force FFa (given by
the relation (5)) and corresponding to the wheel
braking torque MF, meaning:
MF
(7)
F f 0=
rR
Depending on the mechanical brake type, the
force Ff0 could be:
rR F μ
= μ P at the block brake
F f 0=
rR
rD F μ rD
=
μ P at the disc brake
F f 0=
rR
rR
If the wheel is only mechanically braked (by
friction), from the condition (6) which imposes the
rolling motion maintaining (and, implicitly, the
adherence maintaining) it results that between the
normal pressing force P and the adherent weight
Gad will be the following relations:

ϕ
G ad at the block brake
μ
ϕ
P ≤ r R G ad at the disc brake
μ rD
P≤

(8)
(9)

The ratio φ/μ it is notated by δ and represents
the pressing coefficient. As well as φ and μ, the
pressing coefficient δ it is depending on the vehicle
running speed. If, to a certain speed "v", the brake
block pressing force "P" it is too big, so that the
conditions (8) and (9), respectively, are not more
met, then the braked wheels are blocking. The
rolling movement is stopping, the wheels will be
sliding (or skidding on the railway) and the braking
adherence force becomes a lower sliding friction
force. Because this phenomenon must be avoided,
the braking block pressing force "P" must be
gradually modified, from the small values to the
ISSN: 1790-5079
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maximum values allowed by the relations (8) and
(9), respectively.
Observations.
1. All established relations are in accordance
with the mechanical (friction) braking physical
principles of the earth vehicles wheels.
2. The entire braking force of a vehicle it is
obtained as a sum of the forces developed by all
braked wheels, taking into account the
mechanical brake type.
3. In case of the brake with cast iron blocks the
entire braking force Ftf(s) is:

F tf(s) = ∑( μ s P) = μ s ( pCF S CF iη nCF )

(10)

where:
pCF[N/m2] is the relative air pressure in the
brake cylinder;
SCF[m2] is the active surface of the brake
cylinder piston;
i represents the amplification ratio of the wheel
house;
η is the wheel house efficiency;
nCF represents the number of vehicle brake
cylinders;
μS is the friction coefficient between the brake
block and the wheel.
At the brake block made by cast iron, the
friction coefficient μS between the brake block
and the wheel can be determined by the empirical
formula:
1,6 P s + 100 v + 100
(11)
μ s = 0,6
8 P s + 100 5v + 100
where:
Ps[kN] is the pressing force of a brake block
on the wheel;
v[km/h] represents the instantaneous running
speed of the vehicle.
4. In case of the brake with disc, the entire
braking force Ftf(D) it is calculated by the relation:
rD
rD
F tf(D) = ∑( μ D P) = μ D ( pCF S CF iη n D ) (12)
rR
rR
where, in addition to the previous specifications,
there are defined:
rD[m] as the medium friction radius of the
plaques on the disc;
μD = 0,35 as the friction coefficient between
the plaque and the disc;
nD as the number of the vehicle braking discs.
Issue 8, Volume 3, August 2007
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4 Simulation Model and MATLAB
Software
At low speeds, the vehicle braking regime it is
realized by a mechanical way, on basis of the
mechanical contact between the brake block and
the motor wheel rim [1]. In this case, the
environmental impact is important and it must be
taken into account [8],[9], because the underground
metro it is operating into a closed (underground)
space and the material amount developed into the
mechanical braking process (particularly, the brake
shoe wear) it is considerable, depending on the
unrecovered energy which it is resulting in the
mechanical braking regime.
For the quantitative evaluation of the
unrecovered energy in the braking regime it can
estimate that this energy is equal to the electrical
energy absorbed by the driving system in the
transient starting regime of the vehicle. That is true
in the most disadvantageous hypotheses of the
drive system, meaning:
- only the mechanical braking process it is taken
into account (because its pollutant effects); the
electrical brake it is not applied in this case;
- the mechanical losses caused by the aerodynamic
friction are insignificantly;
- the mechanical losses in the system of the
mechanical movement transmission are not
important, having been neglected;
- the electric losses in the driving system (electrical
cables, power electronics elements etc.) are
insignificantly.
Consequently, the mechanical braking energy
will be considered equal (as amount) to the electric
energy (the active component) received in the
starting process. Therefore, in the paper will be
simulated the transient starting regime of an electric
underground metro VM+VM, which is equipped
with traction asynchronous motors by type
MAB T1.
There is considered a traction induction motor
MAB T1, which is an electric motor in a special
construction, designed to operate in extremely
heavy conditions. These motors are made to ensure
the development of the traction torques,
respectively, the traction forces at the electrical
drive vehicles.
For the simulation model from the Fig.6, there
had been used the MATLAB software and the
SIMULINK-Sim Power Systems Extensions. This
ISSN: 1790-5079
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model is based on the blocks specific to the electric
drives, such as "Asynchronous Machine".
"Machines Measurement Demux", as well as on
the blocks with general applications from Simulink
library.
In the scientifical literature [12], [13] the
technical data are presented and this paper is
emphasizing the potential of a such approach in
the study of the traction electric motors.
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Fig.6. Simulation scheme for vehicle behavior
study in transient starting process
There are graphical drawn the time variation
waves of the speed, the stator current and voltage
of the electric motor in the transient starting
regime of the underground electric train.
The traction motor MAB T1, with the technical
characteristics presented in Table 3, it is made by
S.C. ELECTROPUTERE CRAIOVA S.A., for
the electric metro, underground type, from the
METROREX Bucuresti Network.
Table 3
MAB
Nr.
Type
Symbol
T1
(Y)
1
Rated power ( kW )
Pn
70
2
Rated voltage ( V )
Un
560
3
Rated current ( A )
In
96
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Starting current ( A )
Rated frequency ( Hz )
Variation range of
supply voltage
frequency (%)
Rated power factor
Poles pairs number
Rated speed ( rpm)
Rated efficiency (%)
Rated torque ( Nm )
Starting torque ( Nm )
Stator resistance ( Ω )

Ip
fn

720
60

D

200

cosφn
p
nn
ηn
Mn
Mp
R1

0,86
3
1135
0,87
589
647,9
0,069

Starting from the data presented in Table 3, there
have been determined/estimated the quantities
values presented in Table 4, where:
- Zp represents the starting impedance;
- R'2 represents the rotor resistance related to the
stator;
- X1 = X'2 represent the leakage reactances;
- Xμ represents the magnetizing reactance.
Table 4
1
2
3
4
5
6

Zp
R2’
X1+X2’
X1
X2’
Xμ

1000

⋅ 0,86 ⋅ 0,25 ⋅ 10 −3 = 147,9kWs

2
Estimated, it can be considered that the amount
of the material developed in the mechanical brake
process (particularly, the clogs wear) it is
proportional to the mechanical braking
unrecovered energy. Taking into account the
ISSN: 1790-5079

previous hypothesis, of the equality (as value)
between the mechanical braking unrecovered
energy and the electrical starting energy (the active
component), on the basis of the relation (13) it can
be determined the wear rate of the braking active
part, as below:
rFe = k1 k 2 lg a * E aabs
(14)
where the coefficients a, k1 and k2 are
experimentally determined and they are varying
in function of certain disturbing factors, like the
material type, the contact pressure, the contact
surface, the environment temperature and
humidity and the local cooling. These coefficients
can be selected as value on the basis of the
multivariable nomograms.

0,4522Ω
0,0531Ω
0,4354Ω
0,2177Ω
0,2177Ω
4,5405Ω

On basis of the values presented in Table 3 and
Table 4, there had resulted the characteristics from
Fig.7, which are representing, in the MATLAB
space, the wave forms for the main quantities
which are characterizing the vehicle starting
transient regime.
Consequently, it can be determined the energy
(the active component) absorbed by the system in
the transient starting regime:
E aabs = 3U l I l cos ϕ ⋅ t ⋅ 10 −3 [kWs]
(13)
Therefore, it will result:

E aabs = 3 ⋅ 560 ⋅
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Fig.7. Electromechanical quantities definite
for vehicle starting transient regime
Further on, considering a traffic with the
frequency N3, on an underground line
(thoroughfare) of approximately 20 km, with an
average of N4 stations (equivalent to a tunnel with
a complete aerating), it will result (as percentage)
the active material wear amount, determined by
the following relation:
(15)
R = 10 −3 N 1 N 2 N 3 N 4 rFe [%]
where:
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N1 = number of days / year
N2 = number of hours / day
N3 = number of trains / hour
N4 = number of stations / thoroughfare
Consequently, the data of Table 5 had
resulted.
Table 5.
rFe
N1
N2
N3
N4
R(%)
rFe
N1
N2
N3
N4
R(%)

80*
10-3
240
20
12
20
92
80*
10-3
365
20
12
20
139

80*
10-3
240
20
10
20
76
80*
10-3
365
20
10
20
116

80*
10-3
240
24
12
20
110
80*
10-3
365
24
12
20
168

80*
10-3
288
20
12
20
110
80*
10-3
220
20
12
20
84

80*
10-3
288
20
10
20
92
80*
10-3
220
20
10
20
70

80*
10-3
288
24
12
20
132
80*
10-3
220
24
12
20
101

5 Conclusion
The study case presented in the paper have
emphasized the operation of the static converters
and the traction induction motors as an assembly,
both in the traction regime and in the electric
brake regime, for urban underground train
REU-G, REU-M and REU-U produced by SC
Electroputere Craiova Romania. The performance
parameters values for the analyzed vehicle have
been established, the vehicle traction and electric
brake characteristics have been risen and the
evaluation diagrams for the electric trains were
represented. In conclusion, the electric brake
regime with energy recovery is certainly an
important achievement, both from the viewpoint
of economical and environment issues.
Consequenty, it can be said that the electric
underground metro systems can be considered as
a component of the sustainable development
architecture, with small environmental impacts,
when there are taken into account the electric
operation regimes of the vehicle. For instance, the
nowdays techniques allow to implement the drive
systems on the basis of the variable voltage and
frequency static converters and the induction
motors, leading to an improved electric brake
regime, even with the energy recovery.
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On the other hand, the environmental impacts
must be taken into account, when the vehicle
brake regime it is realized by a mechanical way.
The method presented in the paper represents a
new approach [7],[8],[9] in the study of the
underground environmental impacts of the
travelling transport on basis of the rapid transit
system realized with urban underground electric
trains. On basis of the data of Table 5 it results
that, in the hypothesis of an electrical brake
absence, it would appear a wear of the
mechanical braking equipment up to 100% during
the entire year, leading, therefore, to its
replacement. Moreover, it must be taken into
account the environmental impact from the
mechanical braking process. The material amount
released in the air and laid down into an
underground (closed) space constitutes an
important problem both for the environment and
for the travelling transportation safety, because
the metals oxides can lead to serious
perturbations in the centralized control system of
the
electric
metro
traffic
[1],[8],[9].
Consequently, the future techniques
for a
sustainable rapid transit will impose that the
underground trains operate into the braking
regime, next to the train stopping, by an electrical
energy recovery way.
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